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Gazzotti’s history begins in 1910 at the foot of basilica San Luca in Bologna. 
 
Since its establishment the company has been a reference point for quality 
parquet and has soon become the favorite supplier of the Royal Family.

100 years of experience, knowledge of nature and raw materials, our 
passion for beauty and design, technological and aesthetic innovations, 
combined together to produce beautiful, exciting wood flooring 
pleasing to the touch, environmentally friendly and unmistakably Italian. 
 
Gazzotti wood flooring is made in Italy and its production is 100% inspected: 
each piece leaving the factory is checked individually to become an 
international ambassador of our centennial tradition of Italian style in 
quality, innovation and design.

This tradition is renewed, starting from the end of 2018, by the new Gazzotti 18 
Società Cooperativa, whose founders are a group of precious Gazzotti workers. 
The mission is to preserve and to develop this secular history.

Gazzotti wood flooring since
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Life is the Gazzotti range for those who want 
a prestigious floor, with a very high care of the 
detail and with an extremely natural appearance. 
 
Life highlights all the original characteristics of the raw material, 
allowing you to fully experience the naturalness of the wood. 
 
Life floors are valued for the appearance of the wood, 
but also for their attention to detail, which creates a 
highly captivating floor for noteworthy, elegant rooms. 
 
French Oak. Life is a 3-ply parquet made of French oak, a unique 
species of wood due to the definition of the raw material 
and its particularly effective reaction to colour treatments. 

Knots and fissures. Life tells us the wood’s story through 
knots, including some large in size, and fissures, two features 
normally seen in the wild that increase the product’s naturalness. 
 
Hand planing. Life floors are gently planed, following 
traditional methods. Beacause it is carried out by 
hand, the planing highlights the knots, accentuating 
the product’s extremely natural appearance. 
 
Bevel dented by hand. Life’s prestigious format is reinforced 
by the bevelling on all four sides, made wonderfully irregular 
through denting.

Grande Planche 
Hand planed
Thickness 15mm
Width 260 mm
Length 2000 ->2400 mm

Planche
Hand planed
Thickness 15 mm
Width 190 mm
Length 1800 -> 2000 mm

Engineered flooring for fully glued down or 
floating installation, planed and dented bevel.

• Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds.

• Life has a three-layer structure with top layer and 
counter balancing in 4 mm French Oak.

• The material is supplied in assorted lenghts, 
depending on availability. Up to 5% may be in lengths 
shorter than those stated above, to be cut to fill gaps 
between the laid parquet and the wall.

• Certain products are dyed appropriately on the 
upper surface. Different grains absorb varying levels 
of the dye, creating a varied appearance. These clear 
contrasts create a product with unique features. The 
person laying the floor should bear this in mind, 

ensuring the best possible distribution of the strips 
for the optimum aesthetic result.

• The finish is obtained through a special treatment 
that in no way effects the naturalness of the product.

• The product includes knots and fissures, some of 
which are large, either filled flush to the surface or 
slightly underfilled.

• All products are planed by hand and give suitable 
emphasis to the knot’s significance: the lack of 
aesthetic homogeneity is one of the product’s 
specific features.   

• All the products are bevelled: the bevel is dented by 
hand following ancient traditions.

• The product can be supplied in two widths, for laying 
patterns with two widths.

• All products in Life range are delivered within 45 
working days.

 To avoid uncorrect maintenance, each delivery 
comes with a Cleaning and AntiAge Gazzotti 
Maintenance Products. Maintenance carried 
out with other products can cause potentially 
irreparable damage to the finish of Life parquet.

Colour Selections  

Quercia Degas Emotion 609D6 619D6

Quercia Matisse Emotion 607M6 617M6

Quercia Monet Emotion 609M6 619M6

Quercia Morisot Emotion 607Z6 617Z6

Quercia Pissarro Emotion 609W6 619W6

Quercia Renoir Emotion 609R6 619R6

Quercia Sisley Emotion 609Y6 619Y6

All the accessories at the pages 23 and 24

The exclusive wood flooring
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Quercia Degas

Quercia Matisse

Quercia Monet

Quercia Morisot

Quercia Pissarro

Quercia Renoir

Quercia Sisley
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Colour Selections    

Oak Feeling 4E80T 5A80T 5A80S 5A80V

Oak Emotion  5A9H6 5A9HS 5A9HV

Oak Nat Emotion  5A9E6 5A9ES 5A9EV

Oak Armagnac Maison Feeling  5A8T6 5A8TS 5A8TV

Oak Grace Feeling  5A87T 5A87S 5A87V

Oak Nuance Feeling  5A7BT  

Oak Sand Feeling  5A82T  

Oak Sand Emotion  5A826  

Quercia Reserve Emotion  5A8P6 5A8PS 5A8PV

Oak Valencia Emotion  5A9V6 5A9VS 5A9VV

Oak Boston Emotion  5A9B6 5A9BS 5A9BV

Oak Toronto Emotion  5A9T6 5A97S 5A9TV

Engineered flooring with microporous oil
effect finish.

Plancia 10 
Thickness 10 mm
Width 130->145 mm
Length 1200->2200 mm
Saw cutting effect

Plancia 10
Thickness 10 mm
Width 130->155 mm
Length 1200->2200 mm
Brushed

10
Thickness 10-11 mm
Width 65->72 mm
Length 400->600 mm
Brushed

Plancia 10 
Thickness 10 mm
Width 130->155 mm
Length 1200->2200 mm
Antique effect

All the accessories at the pages 23 and 24

• Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds.

• The nominal thickness of the top layer is 4 mm for all 
sizes except for Plancia 10 with 3 mm top layer.

• All formats are believed on all four sides except for size 
10.

• The material is supplied in assorted lengths, 
depending on availability. Up to 5% may be in lengths 
shorter than those stated above, to be cut to fill gaps 
between the laid parquet and the wall. Orders of 
single lengths are subject to a 10% increase in the 

price listed.
• The Emotion selection includes open and/or filled 

knots.
• Eropean Walnut (Italian Walnut Junglas 

Regia) products are not brushed. 
Dimensions: 15x200x1500->2300 mm.

• Nat products are treated with a durable and 
completely natural finish that does not alter the colour 
of the wood. The surface feels rougher as a results, as 
if newly sawn.

• All products can either be glued or laid floating 

 To avoid incorrect maintenance, each delivery comes 
with Cleaning and AntiAge Gazzotti Make Up pack. 
Maintenance carried out with other products can 
cause potentially irreparable damage to the finish of 
Vintage parquet.

(except for 10,wich must be glued down).
• Delivery time: 30 working days

Vintage wood flooring, thanks to its microporous finish it’s 
resistent to scratches and superficial wear, but it also gives an 
extraordinary natural fell offering the sensation to be always in 
contact with the wood.
 
Vintage range offer a wide choice of colours, in 3 different 
dimensions and different surface processing to obtain brushed 
surfaces, “antique effect” surfaces, “saw cutting effect” surfaces.

All plancia 10 and XX Large products are bevelled on 4 sides, 
while Nat finishing enables to obtain a finished plank whit the 
saw feel of a raw surface.

Rovere Boston and Rovere Toronto have particularly been 
developed to give a “worn effect” to the floor.

The eco-friendly parquet
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• Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds.

• The nominal thickness of the top layer is 4 mm for all 
sizes except for Plancia 10 with 3 mm top layer.

• All formats are believed on all four sides except for size 
10.

• The material is supplied in assorted lengths, 
depending on availability. Up to 5% may be in lengths 
shorter than those stated above, to be cut to fill gaps 
between the laid parquet and the wall. Orders of 
single lengths are subject to a 10% increase in the 

price listed.
• The Emotion selection includes open and/or filled 

knots.
• Eropean Walnut (Italian Walnut Junglas 

Regia) products are not brushed. 
Dimensions: 15x200x1500->2300 mm.

• Nat products are treated with a durable and 
completely natural finish that does not alter the colour 
of the wood. The surface feels rougher as a results, as 
if newly sawn.

• All products can either be glued or laid floating 

 To avoid incorrect maintenance, each delivery comes 
with Cleaning and AntiAge Gazzotti Make Up pack. 
Maintenance carried out with other products can 
cause potentially irreparable damage to the finish of 
Vintage parquet.

(except for 10,wich must be glued down).
• Delivery time: 30 working days

Colour Selections   

Oak Feeling 5G80T 5G80S 5G80V

Oak Emotion 5G9H6 5G9HS 5G9HV

Oak Nat Emotion 5G9E6 5G9ES 5G9EV

Oak Armagnac Maison Feeling 5G8T6 5G8TS 5G8TV

Oak Grace Feeling 5G87T 5G87S 5G87V

Oak Nuance Feeling 5G7BT  

Oak Sand Feeling 5G82T  

Oak Sand Emotion 5G826  

Quercia Reserve Emotion 5G8P6 5G8PS 5G8PV

Oak Valencia Emotion 5G9V6 5G9VS 5G9VV

Oak Boston Emotion 5G9B6 5G9BS 5G9BV

Oak Toronto Emotion 5G9T6 5G9TS 5G9TV

European Walnut Emotion 4G606  

XX Large
Thickness 15 mm
Width 180->200 mm
Length 1400->2300 mm
Antique effect

XX Large
Thickness 15 mm
Width 180->200 mm
Length 1400->2300 mm
Saw cutting effect

XX Large
Thickness 15 mm
Width 180->200 mm
Length 1400->2300 mm
Brushed

All the accessories at the pages 23 and 24

Engineered flooring with microporous oil
effect finish.

The eco-friendly parquet

Vintage wood flooring, thanks to its microporous finish it’s 
resistent to scratches and superficial wear, but it also gives an 
extraordinary natural fell offering the sensation to be always in 
contact with the wood.
 
Vintage range offer a wide choice of colours, in 3 different 
dimensions and different surface processing to obtain brushed 
surfaces, “antique effect” surfaces, “saw cutting effect” surfaces.

All plancia 10 and XX Large products are bevelled on 4 sides, 
while Nat finishing enables to obtain a finished plank whit the 
saw feel of a raw surface.

Rovere Boston and Rovere Toronto have particularly been 
developed to give a “worn effect” to the floor.
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Quercia Reserve

Oak Boston

European Walnut

Oak (Feeling)

Oak Nat

Oak Grace

Oak Sand (Feeling)

Oak Valencia

Oak Toronto

Oak (Emotion)

Oak Armagnac Maison

Oak Nuance

Oak Sand (Emotion)
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Smile is a range dedicated to those who want high-quality floors 
(with highly durable finishes and brushing) at an affordable price. 
 
Cutting-edge finishes, stylish colours and versatile 
dimensions allow you to enjoy your home with a smile. 
 
The Quercia Temperata version is a un ique product 

resulting from the heat treatment given to the raw 
material. The timber appears naturally aged as a result. 

All the XXLarge products contain knots, including 
some large in size, enhancing the natural and tangible 
appearance of the wood in its large size format. 
 

10
Thickness 10-11 mm
Width 65-> 72 mm
Length 400 -> 600 mm
Brushed

X Large 10
Thickness 10 mm
Width 110-> 125 mm
Length 800 -> 1300 mm
Brushed

XX Large
Thickness 15 mm
Width 180-> 200 mm
Length 1400 -> 2300 mm
Brushed

• Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds.

• Quercia Temperata undergo a special heat tretment 
to obtain a wonderfully natural play of colours. A 
range of hues, sometimes very distinct, can occur - 
this is a special feature of the product. Heat-treated 
products tend to become lighter in colour over time.

• The nominal thickness of the top layer is 4 mm for all 

formats.
• The material is supplied in assorted lengths, 

depending on availability. Up to 10% may be in 
lengths shorter than those stated above, to be cut to 
fill gaps between the laid parquet and the wall. Orders 
of single length are subject to a 10% increase in the 
price listed.

• All Smile products must be glued, except for the Large 

format, which can also be laid as a floating foor.
• The XX Large products are micro-bevelled on all for 

sides to highlight the format.
• Fire reaction: all products in the X Large 10 range 

- with the exception of Quercia Temperata - have 
Cfl-s1 classification as for their reaction to fire, if laid 
on incombustible foundations.

Colour Selections   

Oak KNS 4A806 40806 

Oak KNOT   50SN6

Oak Spina Italiana KNS 52806      

Oak Polare KNS  40P86 

Oak Polare KNOT   850P86

Oak Sabbiato KNS  40S16 

Oak Sabbiato KNOT   50S16

Oak Greige KNS  40GR6 

Oak Greige KNOT   50GR6

Oak Anticato KNS  40816 

Oak Anticato KNOT   50816

Quercia Temperata KNS  40T16

Free your desire
for a wood floor

All the accessories at the pages 23 and 24
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Quercia Temperata

Oak Anticato

Oak Greige

Oak Sabbiato

Oak Polare

Oak
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Plancia 10
Thickness 10 mm
Width 130->155 mm
Length 1200->2200 mm
Brushed

• Matching accessories: skirting boards, stair profiles 
and thresholds.

• All Plancia 10 products are microbevelled on all four 
sides to highlight the prestige of the formats.

• The materials is supplied in assorted lengths, 
depending on availability. Up to 15% may be in 
shorter length than those stated above to be used for 
cuts against the walls. Orders of pieces of “only one 

length” are to be confirmed and subject to a 10% price 
increase.

Since 1978, Extraresistent is the perfect floor for the whole family 
and it is still manufactured with it’s peculier resistence, beauty 
and practicality of use chacarcteristics.
Due to it’s closed-pore sanitizing finish it is the pefect choice for 

families with small children and pets.

Plancia 10 has a slightly brushed surface to highlight the natural 
grain of the wood.

Colour Selections 

Oak Feeing 49806

Oak Botte Feeling 49706

Oak Neve Feeling 49716

Oak Neve

Oak Botte

Oak

All the accessories at the pages 23 and 24

Pre-finished engineered wood floors for glue-down 
installation

Sanitising finish
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Solid outdoor wood floors. Unfinished Oiled

• During assembly, follow the instructions on the 
product information sheet carefully.

• The slats must be laid floating at intervals no greater 
than 300 mm.

• Unfinished Free Time floors must be treated with 
Sundeck Oil at the time of laying to offer suitable 
protection to the wood, and then whenever 
necessary, to give the wood a new lease of life or 
further protection (quantity needed: approx. 1 l for 
15 m2).

• Over time, outdoor flooring tends to become grey, 
and small fissures and natural movements may occur.

Free Time is the collection of solid outdoor wood floors. Due to 
the high resistance to weathering and the elegant aesthetics 
Free Time is the ideal solutions for terraces, gardens, poolsides 
and similar.

Free Time is manufactured in Ipè, which is one of the best wood 
species in terms of stability for external use.
The product can bu supplied with unfinished surface or pre-
oiled surface.

Colour  

PLANKS IPÈ FB383 FL383 
For laying on floating support profiles with retractable clips or visible screws. 
Lateral symmetric milling, tongue and grove joint on short ends, one riffled and one smooth face. 
Dimensions: thickness 19 mm - width 90 mm - length 1500 mm

PLANKS IPÈ FB384 FL384 
For laying on floating support profiles with retractable clips. 
Lateral concealed milling, tongue and grove joint on short ends, smooth upper face. 
Dimensions: thickness 24 mm - width 134 mm - length 1500 mm

Accessories 

SUPPORT PROFILES - EXOTIC WOOD FD000 
Dimensions: thickness 20 mm - width 40 mm - length 900/2000 mm 
Recommended quantity: 2,5 ml/m2 of floor

ASSEMBLY KIT (CLIP + SCREWS) FE004 
Recommended quantity: 27 kits/m2. 
Composition: 1 clip inox steel AISI 304 and 2 ceramized steel screws.

SUNDECK OIL FO000 
Maintenance of Free Time floors (bucket of 5 litres)

All the accessories at the pages 23 and 24

Outdoor wood deckings
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Planks Ipè, lateral concealed milling

Planks Ipè
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Style7 AC3
Thickness 7 mm
Width 194 mm
Length 1286 mm

23 31

Laminate flooring with waterproof HDF 
support glueless floating installation.

• All Transit floors are anti-static.
• All Transit floors have Cfl-s1 fire resistance classification.

Transit is the collection of laminate floors by Gazzotti. 
It is an easy, safe and economic solution both for workspaces and 
private houses.

Transit products are available in Style7 AC3 range with a 
complete colour offer.

The surface has knots and crecks reproduced in 3D effect to copy 
the natural look of the wood. The technology and the materials 
guarantee the maximum resistence to UV rays, stains and dents.

Transit is also Cfl-s1 class for fire reaction and is suitable for use 
on heated floors.

Colour Selections 

Quercia Artica Plancia TD7W0

Quercia Bianca Pllancia TD8Q0

Quercia Grigia Plancia TD7D0

Quercia Artica

Quercia Bianca

Quercia Grigia

All the accessories at the pages 23 and 24

Laminate flooring
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SPC
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Gazzotti introduces a new range of vinilyc floors, which are 
the ideal solution in terms of strength and “easy maintenance”. 
Therefore they are especially suggested in HORECA applications, 
that means hotels, bars, shops, officies, fitness rooms, etc.

SPC product has one printed paper decorative layer and one 
transparent PVC finishing layer: both are applicated on a panel 
made by the mix of powdered mineral fiber with a plastic polymer 

(Solid Polymer Core). This is the newest development in floating 
LVT design floors with click system. It has top-performances in 
terms of stability against temperature and humidity changes; 
the wear layer thickness of 0,55 mm (EN ISO 23340) is also a long 
life warranty. The subfloor must not be levelled, but it has to be 
flat. The underlay is already attached to the SPC, therefore this 
product can be easily and quickly installed.

Sense F
Thickness 4,7 mm (3,5 SPC + 1,2 PU)
Wear layer thickness 0,55 mm
Width 225 mm
Length 1230 mm

Sense G
Thickness 6,5 mm (4,5 SPC + 2,0 PU)
Wear layer thickness 0,55 mm
Width 225 mm
Length 1230 mm

• SPC floors (Solid Polymer Core) are the newest development in floating LVT design floors with click system.
• A high density PE underlay is pre-assembled, therefore the installation does not need any further accessory.
• Both products are classified in class of use 23 (domestic use), 33 (commercial use), 42 (industrial use) according to EN 685.
• Both products are classified Bfl-s1 in terms of fire resistance (EN 13501-1)

Colour Selections  

170 Plancia SP170 

390 Plancia SP390 

E15 Plancia  SPE15

E50 Plancia  SPE50

SPC

All the accessories at the pages 23 and 24

E15

390170

E50
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Gazzotti offers 6 selections, according to the features of the wood species and of the products, all with the same construction quality but with different look. Every  
selection has been specifically invented to share different visual emotions for each line and to expand our range. All these selections follow the standard EN 13489. 
They are free commercial appearance classifications.

All Gazzotti wood floors comply with the standard EN 14342 - Wood flooring - Characteristics, evaluation of conformity and marking.

The Gazzotti product sheet is attached to the shipping documents. It is a very important document cointaining information on the product features, conditions of 
the guarantee validity, on the installation, the correct maintenance e preservation of the product. The product sheet, by law, must followthe product until the final 
customer has taken vision. The retailer has to take care about this, otherwise he is responsible.

Characteristics Feeling Green Emotion Family KNS KNOT

Sound sapwood not  allowed slight  traces slight traces slight traces slight traces slight traces 
  allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed

Knots (sound, less or equal to less or equal to allowed less or equal to less or equal to less or equal to 
integrown, unsound ) Ø ≤ 20 mm Ø ≤ 30 mm  Ø ≤ 20 mm Ø ≤ 30 mm Ø ≤ 50 mm

Yellow stain allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed

Checks allowed if blind allowed if blind allowed if blind allowed if blind allowed if blind allowed if blind

Bark pockets allowed if close allowed allowed allowed if close allowed allowed

Lightning shakes not allowed not allowed allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed

Curly grain allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed

Slope of grain allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed

Sound heart not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed

Colour variation allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed 
(including blackheart, 
read heart,..)

Stick marks not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed

Medullary ray allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed allowed

Biodeterioration not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed not allowed 
 except for blueing except for blueing except for blueing except for blueing except for blueing except for blueing

Non-visible parts All features permitted without any limitation as to size or quantity if these do not impair the strength or wearing quality of the parquet flooring.

Selections

References standard

Gazzotti selections

Product sheets
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Glues

Buying a wooden floor is often a significant investment. For this reason Gazotti has created a range of maintenance and restoration products to help 
your floor last as long as possible. 
Parquet maintenance is very important to save wood natural beauty. Parqquet floors have a very long life due to wood characteristics, but it is necessary 
to use appropriate maintenance products and Gazzotti has developed the best products to b used for its floors.

Note: the use of different maintenance products can cause potentially irreparable damage to the wood floor.

Maintenance

EG DUE
Two-components epoxy-polyurethane adhesive
Odourless, solvent and water free, for all types of non absorbent foundations and parquet.

Pack 9+1 kg - A4002

This is a cleaner for all Gazzotti 
surfaces which, as well as removing 
dirt effectively, prevents mould, 
bacteria and pathogen from 
forming, leaving a pleasant aroma 
in the air.

This is an emulsion made 
of natural waxes and oils. It 
restores the protective layer and 
lessens the effect of scratches 
and surface wear. For all Gazzotti 
finishes, but specifically for the 
Vintage and Life collections.

SUNDECK OIL
Outdoor wood 
maintenance

5 lt. bucket 
FO000

Maintenance of Free Time outdoor 
wood deckings. It does not 
change the natural wood colour. 
Consumption: 13 sqm floor/ 1 lt.

CLEANING 
Daily 
maintenance

1 lt. pack 
DN001

ANTI AGE 
Extraordinary 
maintenance

1 lt. pack 
DN002

PARQUET LIGHT 
Extraordinary 
maintenance

1 lt. pack 
D8001

It is a brightening water wax 
for the specific maintenance of 
varnished floors, particularly 
for Extraresistent and Smile 
collections.

Underlay

Base ALU Pro
Thickness 2 mm
Height 1000 mm - Length 15000 mm

Low density polyethylene with integrated 
metallized vapor barrier and overlap for 
fast assembly and good local unevenness 
compensation capability.

TA002

Extreme ALU Heat
Thickness 2 mm
Height 1000 mm - Length 8000 mm

Permanently elastic, heavy underlay with very 
high walkingnoise  reduction value. Designed 
also for high floor heating efficiency. A 
metalized vapor barrier is integrated.

TA003

Accessories
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Skirting *

Veneer
Thickness 10 mm
Height 50 mm
Square profile

Veneer
Thickness 10 mm
Height 70 mm

Veneer
Thickness 13 mm
Height 110 mm
Contoured profile

Colour   

Laquered RAL 9010 (white) 7I775 7I776 7Z779

Laquered RAL 9016 (white) 7I773 7I778 

Vintage Natural Oak 71806 7J801 

Smile Natural Oak 7S806 7I806 

Any other finishing**   

Square stair profiles

Height 40 mm
Width 75 mm
Length 1100 mm
Floor thickness 10 mm

Colour   

All colours   

Thresholds *

Height 10 mm
Width 60 mm
Length 1100 mm

Height 15 mm
Width 60 mm
Length 1100 mm

Colour   

All colours   

* 30% PRICE INCREASE FOR LENGTH EXCEEDING 1100 MM (MAX. 1500 MM)

** 30% DISCOUNT FOR QUANTITIES EXCEEDING 200 LM
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Height 40 mm
Width 75 mm
Length 1100 mm
Floor thickness 15 mm

Accessories
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These panels originate from a creative concept typifying a prestigious 
exposition set where art and design are main features of the layout.
The innovative concept of the display panels is thought for dialogue with 
architects and designers in order to compare different stain and textures 
through small pieces of real wood.
The synoptic panels can be fixed on the wall or fitted into an existing exposition 
stand. The panels can be equipped with hinges in order to position them in “L” 
shape or create a central totem.

LifeVintage A Vintage B

Smile X Large 10 Smile XX Large

The single wood strips can be easily 
removed thanks to the innovative and 

practical hook.

Synoptic panels 

Dimension: 
1000 x 2000 mm
available for:
Smile X Large 10 - MSLS1
Smile XX Large - MSLSX
Vintage A - MS9V1
Vintage B - MS9V2
Life - MS9L0
€/each 380,00

Synoptic panels
Merchandising

Many solutions in only



   1. Order

Commission taken by agents or officials are subject to acceptance by the Sales 
Direction. The acceptance of the order by the Producer may be explicit , but can 
also be made by delivering the goods to the forwarder in charge of transport to 
final destination.

   2. Delivery terms

Delivery times are purely indicative

   3. Dimensions and hardness, stability and laying
   characteristics of the elements

The dimensions of the elements, even if specified, are indicative. At the same 
time, indications about hardness and stability of the wood species as well as 
laying indications are to be intended as indicative.

   4. Claims

The buyer must control the products regarding damages and/or obvious quality 
defects at the moment of delivery by the forwarder in charge of transport. Any 
complaints must be notified by registered letter with delivery receipt within eight 
days from receipt of the goods and, in any event, before laying begins. The use 
or transfer of the material by the Buyer are considered as a recognition that the 
material conforms to what was agreed, and as a waiver of any claim. If any faults 
are noted during laying, the Buyer shall immediately suspend laying and notify 
the Producer, subject to the Buyer forfeiting all his/her rights. The Producer’s 
obligations shall not go beyond the collection and replacement of any material 
recognized to be faulty. The Customer shall be responsible for any damage to the 
material due to poor preservation or negligence. In this case, the Customer has 
all the obligations of a depositary. The Producer shall not accept any liability for 
damage to materials resulting from and following the laying of the said material.

   5. Prices

If there are any increases in the cost of labour and raw materials, including hire, 
transport, custom duties and exchange rates, before the goods are delivered, 
the seller shall have the right to revise the price, subject to the Buyer’s right to 
withdraw from the contract. By this withdrawing the Buyer thereby renounces 
any claim to reimbursement of damage or anything else from the Buyer. All prices 
are ex-works excluding VAT.

   6. Payments

Payments are valid only if made directly to the Producer, according to the agreed 
method. If the Producer exceptionally authorizes a payment through Bill of 
exchange or Bank Draft, this way of payment is to be intended as a subsidiary 
and therefore the territorial competence of the Court of Law of bologna is not 
changed. As per law nr. 231/2007, article nr. 49, all payments made by bank of 
poste cheque are to be entitled directly onto the Producer and need to bear the 
writing “not transferable”.

7. Insolvency and interest

At the first non-payment or delayed payment of an installment agreed in the 
contract, the Buyer shall automatically lose the benefit of the term and the 
Producer may take alternative action, at its own discretion, either as concerns the 
entire remaining difference, or as concerns contemporaneous and immediate 
cancellation of the contract when one of the above mentioned events occurs. 
In the event of late payment, interest shall apply as provided for by Legislative D 
Decree Nr. 231 dated 09/10/2002.

8. Territorial competence

Any disputes arising from sales shall be referred for judgement exclusively to 
the Bologna Court of Law. The Producer may, however, decide to transfer the 
court of law to the place of the Buyer in case of controversity.

9. Warranty

The producer guarantees its products within the laws in act.

THIS PRICE LIST CANCEL ALL THE PREVIOUS CONDITIONS

General sales conditions
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